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rotary right before the cows exit the rotary.  The person responsible for the daily 
tasks can stand on a platform and as the cows go by if a task/protocol is needed, 
it can be performed right there.  This saves time and increases production due to 
less time locked up for daily tasks.

Features Most Parlors:
•  Take Roll Call and Stamp date and time of scan
•  Corrects Pen location with an event MOVE change made in DairyComp
•  Notifies cows in wrong pen to be moved back with an item WARNING in 

DairyComp

Features for Rotary Parlors:
•  Display Stall location with ID of cow
•  Displays custom information about every cow in the listing view
•  Color code cows with specific tasks to be performed
•  Speaks action sounds

For more information about ParlorBoss, visit the VAS website at 
www.vas.com.  You will be able to see the benefits and a video of 
ParlorBoss in use.

ParlorBoss is a new VAS product which can assist dairies in productivity and 

performance of both the cows and labor on the dairy.  ParlorBoss can be used in 

either a parallel or rotary parlor.  Each type of parlor will have specific features.  

In most types of parlors, ParlorBoss will take roll call of where cows are located, 
notify the dairy of cows in the wrong pens and then enter a MOVE event or a  
PEN WARNING into DairyComp of where the cow was during milking.   
This allows the dairy to always know where the cows are when daily tasks need to 
be performed.  This saves time of manually inputting the movement of cows.  
Got OPEN cows in your PREGNANT pens find them fast with ParlorBoss.

In rotary parlors is where you will really see ParlorBoss shine.  It allows you to 
perform tasks right there in the parlor, so when cows leave the parlor they can go 
eat, lay down and produce milk.  No need to lock pens up for daily tasks.  This is 
done by having tasks that need to be performed appear on a large screen above the 
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